Muhamad, aged 8, and his family live in Lebanon, having fled the conflict in Syria. They all share one small room that is unheated and poorly insulated. Muhamad’s mother received a voucher from Oxfam to buy them warm clothes.
Bushra, aged 16, lives in a refugee settlement in Jordan. At night, she dreams of returning home. “In my dreams I see my relatives, I see Syria. I remember how I used to live. The soil in Syria is red. Where we lived there were lots of trees. It smelled like jasmine.” By building support for people like Bushra, you can help lift lives for good.
Young mother Zainah Ismail is among millions of people affected by the crisis in Syria. “We have escaped the clashes in Syria, the war. We used to hear extremely loud sounds from the clashes, bombs and firing. We heard the tanks, grenades and rockets being shelled. Here we feel safer.”
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When it comes to the Syria crisis we believe children should be seen and heard. Help raise their voices today.

Mohamad, aged 12, lives in a refugee settlement in Lebanon and has created a garden, full of vegetables. Gardening brings him some happiness, but life as a refugee has been tough. He really misses his friend from home. “We used to play together and crack jokes. We used to go swimming and see who can dive deeper than the other.”